
 
 

Asking for a Professional Reference Letter 
 
Having someone provide a reference for you is an important part of getting most 
jobs. Professors are considered professional references, so use these tips if you 
want to ask your professor for a reference.  
 
Asking for a reference can be done via email, but make sure you are practicing 
good email etiquette – this can go a long way to convince your professor that you 
are ready for a professional career.  
 
The most important thing you remember is to ask your references before giving 
out their name and information. If they have acted as a reference for you before 
and some time has passed, check to make sure they are still willing to be a 
reference for you.  
 

Choosing a Referee: 
¨ Choose a referee who can speak positively about you and your work. If you 

didn’t speak to your professor outside of class, or if you always came late or 
didn’t come to class often, you might not want to choose that professor.  
 

¨ Don’t choose a TA that worked for a professor or helped you in your classes. 
Even though they might be willing to give you a good reference, they are a 
student just like you and don’t have the experience to be a referee. 

If you’re asking over email: 
¨ Make sure you use a work-appropriate email address, that you greet your 

professor appropriately (if you are on a first-name basis, you can use their 
first name) and that you remind them who you are if it is not obvious that 
they will remember you.  
 

¨ Write professionally: make sure your grammar is correct and your tone is 
professional. You want your professor to think you are going to be a good 
employee so that they can convey that message for you.  
 

¨ If they say yes: make sure you ask them how they want to be contacted. 
 



¨ If they say no, that means they do not think they can provide you with a 
good reference or there is a circumstance that is causing them to be unable 
to do so for some other reason. Accept this as their response and move on.   
 

What to provide: 
¨ Give your referee as much information about the job or jobs that you are 

applying for as you can. Let them know what the jobs are, where they are, 
and how the reference process will be conducted. Make sure they know if 
they will be contacted by an outside company that has been contracted to 
perform background and reference checks.  
 

¨ Let them know what specific skills or situations you’d like them to speak 
about. For instance, if you are applying for a position that asks for leadership 
skills, ask your professor to speak about instances in class where you were a 
good leader, or your potential as a leader as demonstrated by your behavior 
and actions outside the classroom. If you want your professor to speak to 
your abilities as a critical thinker, mention that specifically. If you worked for 
the professor as a TA or RA, you might ask them to speak to your ability as 
an employee in terms of following instructions and getting your work done 
on time. 
 

¨ Give them a copy of the resume you sent with your applications. If anything 
else was required of you for the job application, it wouldn’t hurt to give that 
to your referee as well.  
 

Once you get the job: 
¨ Congratulations! Make sure you email your professor to thank them for 

being a reference for you and to let them know that you got the job – they’ll 
be wondering! 

 
 
 


